
The Scottish Additional Halfpenny Mail Tax
1813-1839

Update No 1 to the First Edition

This is the first update to the recently published 
book on The Scottish Additional Halfpenny Mail 
Tax 1813-1839. The book has been well received 

with good reviews. A number of correspondents have 
submitted new discoveries including as expected new 
information extending Earliest Known Dates of use (EKD) 
or Latest Known Dates of use (LKD)  for handstamps.

It is our intention to publish these periodic updates 
in The Scottish Post and we welcome any information, 
requests for help or comments that may add to our body 
of knowledge or indeed confirm new theories that have 
been advanced in the book.

Information should, in the first instance, be sent to 
either Ian Baker (ianbm47@outlook.com) or Michael 
Sanig (newengland6000@hotmail.com) who will 
distribute it amongst the members of the Add Half 
team for comment and review. We aim to get back to 
all correspondents within two to three weeks assuming 
everyone is available. 

First Reprint
The first edition of the book almost sold out upon 

publication and a reprint of the edition was made in May 
2017 with seven minor amendments.

Most of the amendments were simple typographical 
changes including ensuring a consistent styling of dates 
in Chapter 6. The only changes of note that were made 
occurred on:

Page 197 – the heading to the cover should have been 
SG 240a; and

Page 245 – the chapter heading should have been 11 
not 6 !

Large Vermeil at York National Exhibition
The Scottish Additional Halfpenny Mail Tax 1813-1839 

was awarded a Large Vermeil at the National Exhibition 
at York held in July 2017.

NEW INFORMATION
Number of mailcoaches 1812-1815

On page 10 of the First Edition there is a statement that 

between 1812 and 1815, following the introduction of 
the tax in 1813, the total number of mailcoaches on the 
roads of Great Britain was believed to have fallen from 
200 to 61. 

The reference regarding the reduction in mailcoach 
numbers was originally sourced from two standard 
histories on the British Post Office and the mail systems. 
These sources were: ARB Haldane’s book – Three 
Centuries of Scottish Posts on page 89. Haldane’s source 
was Professor Howard Robinson’s book – The British 
Post Office, A History, see pages 157 and 158. Professor 
Robinson’s primary source was E Halevy, The English 
People in 1815 at page 32.

Thanks to both Matthew Toomey, an SPHS Member 
and Librarian of the Great Britain PS, and Dr Brian Austen 
who has carried out academic research on the subject, we 
now know that this statement is not correct and it appears 
that if any reduction in the number of mailcoaches did 
take place, that reduction was quite small.

As a consequence, the paragraph referred to above will 
be amended in the second edition of the book to reflect 
what we now know to be correct.

Revised page for Portree
We have been able to source a fine copy of the Portree 

Additional ½d handstamp courtesy of David Brown. 
On the next page of this Update is a revised page 191 

for the first edition of the book showing the entire from 
Snizort, 7 miles NNW of Portree on the Isle of Skye, to 
Edinburgh which is dated 5 December 1835. 

George Ayres
On page 32 of the book it was noted that we had been 

unable to locate George Ayres, author of History of Mail 
Routes to Ireland until 1850. 

As luck would have it, we managed to track him down 
almost immediately after the book had been sent for 
publication and he was able to confirm information 
about mail services from Glasgow to Leeds which had 
been confusing in the Glasgow Directories. We hope 
to be able to use some of his maps in the next edition.
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Portree (Inverness-shire)

No Size (mm) Description H&S No EKD LKD Colour Price

IV 282 11.5 x 18 Framed ½ Type IIIB 119 2 Dec 1833 29 Aug 1837 Black H

IV 282; H&S 119

Entire dated 5 December 1835 from Snizort, 7 miles NNW of Portree on the Isle of Skye, to Edinburgh. 
Rated 1s2d made up of 1s1d single letter rate 300-400 miles + 1d Portree Penny Post charge.

This entry for Portree replaces page 191 in the First Edition.

Left: A free frank sent to Lord 
Meadowbank from Kirkwall, Orkney 
to Edinburgh in 1836. According to 
the 1836 Edinburgh Directory, Lord 
Meadowbank resided at 13 Royal 
Circus.

The letter should not have been 
charged the additional ½d, but it 
was correctly charged the Edinburgh 
Penny Post Charge.

“Franks put into the Twopenny-
post in London are liable to the 
Twopenny-post rates, and are also 
liable to the rate when going into 
or coming from any of the Country 
Penny Posts” (Edinburgh Directory 
1835-1836).

Additional ½d charged in 
error?



Help wanted

Shown above is a scan of an Edinburgh cover to Arbroath with an Addl ½d mark we are unable to 
‘pin down! 

Posted on 20 June 1827, the Additional ½d measures 14.5 x 17mm. Rated 9d – single letter rate 
80-120 miles. Distinguishing features are: large loops to each ‘d’, much closer to the top serif than on 
other handstamps; a ‘gap’ between the 1st and 2nd ‘d’; and the ‘1’ slightly to the right of the 1st ‘d’ 
but centred above the ‘2’.

Although similar in appearance to ED 234/237 and 238, it’s the tall loops on the ‘d’ that are striking. 
Do you think this is sufficiently different to warrant a new entry in the 2nd Edition of the book?

All comments greatly appreciated.
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Catalogue update

No H&S No EKD LKD Source

BK 72d HS 43 16 Feb 1835 Michael Sanig

Coldstream

Edinburgh

No H&S No EKD LKD Source

ED 237 n/r 14 Oct 1836 Derek Steele

ED 246 HS 20 29 Oct 1839 Ian Baker

Earliest known dates (EKD) and latest known dates (LKD) for use of Additional ½d handstamps 
which are earlier/later than those recorded in the 1st edition of the book.

Kilmarnock

No H&S No EKD LKD Source

AY 306a HS 89 23 Sep 1834 Michael Sanig

Kirkcudbright

No H&S No EKD LKD Source

KK 124 HS 93 21 Mar or 22 
Mar 1834 

There is an inconsistency between the date in the table and 
the date in the second line of the last paragraph of the text.

London

No H&S No EKD LKD Source

L 185(3) HS 133 20 Dec 1817 Derek Steele

L 187(15) HS 150 7 Jan 1837 Derek Steele
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Kirkcaldy

No H&S No EKD LKD Source

FI 458a HS 92 9 Apr 1833

Additional ½d Mail Tax - Updates, Queries and Information

Please direct your questions, updates or other information to either:

Ian Baker at ianbm47@outlook.com or Michael Sanig at newengland6000@hotmail.com


